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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Amerind~ans,

North American Indi.ans, or

or Indian-Americans,

and more recently, Native Americans have beell the subject of much
anthropological theorizing, interrogation, and analytical inter
pretation by anthropologists and students of anthropology since
the 1880 t s especially in Amer~ca's Southwestern region.

l

Earlier than this, various scientists with exploring expedi
tions and a few military men who had come ostensibly to
fight Indians, made discr.iptive enthnographic comments and
sometimes even had ~xpedition artists 02 photographers make
pictures of natives they encountered •••
These people nonetheless have had very little personal involve
ment with the various Indian populations that they have studied.
The authors of the present study, however, are not anthro
pologists, but have had personal in1lo1vement wi,th Indian people

'who have, as well, participated in the study.

ment U means

~he

sharing of a

,commo~

"Personal invol',e

afcestr y ; an em:pathy vlith the
I

firs"c Americans.

In short, the authors themselves are Indians.
I

This study is on Indian 'peoples! attitudes and educationa.l
i

backgrounds and how the Indian respon~ents perceived the ques'cion:
I

I
13ea Medicine, "The AnthroPOlog~st as the Indian's Image

Maker,H The lnd,ian Histori~,n., IV., No.1} F'all (1971), 27.
I

2Bernard L •. Fontana, "Savage Anthropologists and Unvanishing
Indians of American Southwest," The Indian Historian, VI, No.1
Winter (1973), 6~
..

'i

2

"Who is an Indian".

The authors' personal definicion of what

being Indian involves is as follows.
The Indian is an individual who is enrolled on the tribal
census-rol1 book.

The tribal census-roll book is kept by each

tribe for its members.

Enrollment for each tribal group varies

from t'ribe to tribe, because each tribe has its O\,ln con'st.itu tional

by-laws which set forth the specific qualifications for enrollment
into the tribe.

Once an individual has met tribal qualifica-t:ions

and is enrolled as a member of the tribe, then he is entitled to

certain tribal rights and benefits.

An example of a tribal right

could be the right to vote in tribal elections.

A tribal benefit

couJ.d be an educational fund set aside by the tribe to be used as
a scholarship fund for higher education.

The definition of an

Indian also includes one who -has resided on his tribal lands or
the reservation 3 most of all his life and is, further, a member'
of an extended family..

The authors will use the Dictionary of

Anthropology definition of "extended family":

3Indian reservations were esta.blished ill order to place
some control on the Indians in the early days and also
a5 a place to put the Indians that had been moved away
from their native areas when the settlers moved in, in
large numbers. Certain rights were given the Indian who
lived on the reservations. These revervatioIls were usua.lly
not the most choice of lands and the Indian feelings were
not always considered during their uremoval".. Huch has
been done to improve the lot of the Indian on the reserva
tions but at the same time a movement is also under way to
"terminate" these people, which will absorb the Indian and
his land. As a race he will soon disappear. (John L.
stoutenburgh, Jr., Dictionaz:;y of the AmericG.n Indian,
(New York: Philosophical Library, 1960), p. 351.)

3
,

A family consisting of series of close relatives along
either the male or female line, usually not along ~ot~. A
. woman, her husband, their children and her married daughters
with their husbands, or a man, wife, his childre~, hisl sons
and son's wives would each be extended families.
I

In addition, our Indian knows his tribal language and

custom~;
I
I

participates in tribal ceremonies such as tribal harvest fairs
and tribal religious ceremonies. 5

.

I

Furthermore, he has had sbme
i

experience with a government boarding school, such as the

Boa.rding School.

I

Sh~nto

This school, for example, is an on... reservation
i

school under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Indian

Affair~
I

I

office, as such schools always

ar~,

at Tuba City, Arizona.

The
I
I

school is entirely financed and adminstered by the BlA, and
an annual operating budget of over one million dollars.

i

~as

6
i

Shor.. to is "located in the northwest corner of the Navajo
Reservation, the area is characterized by a compleA system
o~ highla.nds and mesas, generally referred to as' Shontq
PlateaU, deeply disected by parallel canyons which drafn
the area. An isolated area until recently, Shonto is n,ow
connect·ed by r~ads to Flagstaff, Arizona ••• 120 miles tOl'
the southwest.

,

In this study, the above definition will be used ,throughout as
the definition for Indian.
Such a definition does not reflect the point of view of
everyone who participated in the study.

The authors' themselves

4Charlcs \<linick. Dictionary of AnthroEolo8'Z, (New York:

Philo30phical Library,

1956),

5:S ern a.rd L. Fontana,

p. 20}.

nsavage

Anthropologist and Unvanishing

Indian.s of A1'1erican Southwest,u The Indian Historian, VI, No.1
\lli~ter

(1973) i 32.



c

°Estelle Fuchs and Robert J. Havighurst, To Live on this
Earth: American Indian Educe.tien, (New York: Anchol':-'Pres5, 1973),

p" 1}6.

7Ibid *,

--

p~

40.

4
each reflect variations of the given definition.

Ms. Peterson,

for example, has been raised in an urban environment.

She has

received all of her education in an integrated public school,
and has lived on a reservation for a total of less than five
year~.

Although she has lived most all her life off tribal lands,

she does have close personal contacts with relatives still resid
:

ing on tribal lands, somewhat complicating this particular dis
tinction.

She has reinforced her Indian-ness, always a tenuous

identity when residing in the city, for long periods

0'£

time.

She has, for example attended Indian dinners, and various Indian
meetings held periodically throughout'the city of Portland.
Ms.

Oli~er,

on the other hand, was born and raised on a reserva

tion where she spent her first twenty-two years.
she has

maintaine~

In addition,

close personal contact with Indian people and

relatives residing on'tribal lands.

Moreover, she attended a

public school on the reservation from the fourth grade until she
graduated from high school in 1966; and only recently, in order
'to attend

coll~get

The authors'

has she ventured into an urban environment.

defini~ion

of what

a~

Indian is, as our personal

histories iilustrate, is not typical of all Indian people.

The

two contrasting descriptions, if anything, illustrate that there
arc, a.t leaGt two, and possibly many more, variations on the
definition.

Other variations of the definition, could include;

Some persons (who) are on the rolls of organized tribes,
others {-t..rho} are not; some Indians maintain traditional lifH
styles and are frequently referred to as "full bloods rt •
Although they may be of mixed ancestry, others,represent
various degrees of acculturation in relation to the white
society; some live in isolated rural regions, others in major
industrial centers; some speak a native language as a home

5
1anguage or none at all; some tribal members are "progressive"
in that they lean toward institutions and political structures
removed from traditional,kinship and religious systems of
political control, others are uconservative,1t their allegiance
remaining with traditional systems of political control; some
tribes have reservation lands and close ties to the federal
government ••• others have no federal trust lands and have lost,
through termination, claim to'special federal services ••• some
are living on reservations which are synonymous with ancestral
homelands, others have had histories of forcible removal from
traditional place of occupation. In addition to differences
in degree of Indian ancestry; the diversity of Indians is fur
ther compounded by a wide variety of ethnic differences among
the tribes, differences in historical experiences, differences
in educational levels, as well as differences between genera
tions. 8
It is this vast discrepancy in the experience of those who are
called t or who call themselves "Indian u, that the authors t hope
to demonstrate by this study.
Originally the study

wa~

designed to find out if there were

differences between two Indian organizations in Portland, Oregon.

This desire was motivated by. the personal observations of one
of the authors.

These same observations were made during the

1973-1974 school year.

Because, during this period of time, the-

author had begun her graduate <work in Portland, she became inter
ested in Indian community events that periodically took place on

the Portland State campus.

She experienced, on one or ,;,wo sepa

rate occasions, for example, Indian street demonstration.s organ-.

ized by members of the Urban Indian Program (UIP), a typical
urban center

!2£

and therefore operated by Indians. 9

The organ

8Estelle Fuchs and Robert J. Havighurst, To Live on this
Indian Education, (New York: Anchor Press., 1973),

Eart~~erican

p.

46.
9Jack

C.. Waddell and O. Hicha.el Watson. The American Indian
in U!'"ban
Society,
(Boston: Little, Brown and"Compa.ny, 1971),-
•
It
p. 19'1.

)1 if

"'1t

6
izera were young adults all \-rearing Indian beads and head ban~s.,>

and having long or braided hair, including some who 'w'lere white ..
On each occasion the author observed that the same group of

people almost always appeared to participate in the demonstration.
Both times the same

spe~~ers

or leaders presented the same

"Oppressed Indian" speeches.:

At about this time, she learned that

a second Indian organization, di,fferent in organization and
political ideologYt existed in Portland.

This organization, the

Portland American Indian Center (PAIC), interestingly, did not
support Indian demons·trations.

Its members, consisting of older

Indian people, the majority of whom were employed and had familieq
did not support "activist tl demons.trations.

In Portland these are the two major Indian organizations.
Instead of a cooperative effort between the two centers, there
appears to be rivalry.

A major factor of the' rivalry between

the Urban Indian Program and the Portland American Indian CenteI+,

has been the matter of funding.

The Urban Indian

P~ogram

had

its beginning in 1972, with a 'four ,member, salaried staff.

Its

purpose was to provide contact and referral services to the

Indian community.

Urban

Indi~n

The Urban'Indian Program is governed by the

Council.

The Urban Indian Council has been composed

of representatives from the Indian 'community and provides a
mediur.l for individual Indians to express their opinions and
needs, as well as to contribute to Council business.

Portl.e.nd American Indian Center began in 1959.

The

Serving the

Indian peoples' needs, from housing to youth programs, its eklpha

sis was on newly arrived

Indiw~

individuals and families.

The

"i
Portland American Indian Center has had representation on the
Urban Indian Council although it has continuad to operate a
.
10
separate program.

Funds provided by the Office of Economic Opportunity were
distributed to Region Ten by'the Portland

Met~opolitan

Steering

Committee. where both the Urban Indian Program and the Portland
American Indian Center are located for federal administratj.ve

. 11
purposes.
The Indian community split into factions over the battle
for federal funds.

One faction supported the Urban Indian

Program; another faction supported the Portland American Indian
Center.

Each group wanted the funds to be awarded to the Center

they supported.

The faction supporti.ng the Urban Indian Progra.l7l

felt the monies should be awarded to the Urban Indian. Council
since it represented the Indian community.

The second faction

felt the monies should be awarded to the Portland American Indian
Center because its member were professionals, that is, Bureau of
Indian Affairs employees and educated, therefore more able to
administer the funds. 12
Eventually, the Office of Economic Opportunity monies were
awarded to the Urban Indian Council.

The Portland Metropolitan

steering Committee's ration.a.l for awarding its funds to the

lOLyndon Earl Bohanan, The U~an Indian ProKram in Portland!
2!..egon, an unpublished paper, pp. 18-26.
11'I~o'; d

~.

12}~raD-~ Petersen, Anal;zsis of. Portl~!ld"4~r?an India~ Prof?~~'

an unpublished paper, pp.. 2- 3.

_

8
Council was that the Council represented more lndian organiza
tions, and therefore more memb'ers of the Indian
did the Portland American Indian Center.

co~unity,

than

What resulted was a

permanetlt split ·between the two g;roups, apparently because of
the Portland Metropolitan Steering Committee's ruling.

Ultimately,

the Portland American Indian Center withdrew as a member of the
Urban Illdian Council. 13
There are various definitions for Indian-ness.

Indian-ness

is felt and looked at differently by different groups and individ
uals of various degrees of Indian ancestry.

The split between

the two major Indian organizations could be representative of
two different beliefs and attitudes held by the members, regard
ing who is an Indian.

This study is an attempt to identify what

the majority of the respondents feel an Indian is.

l3 Frank Petersen, Analysis of Portland Urban Indian Program,
an unpublished pap~r, p. 3.

C.HAPTER II

METHODOLOGY
guestionnaire
The questionnaire. for the study was constructed by the
authors with the intent of designing an instrument which could
identify some common experiences Indian people share in order
to correlate these experiences with personal and educational
attitudes about being Indian. '
The questionnaire itself consists of two major sections:
a cover sheet requesting demographic data, and a section con
sisting of twenty-five attitude questions which can be related
to variables chosen from the demographic data.

The demographic data related to common experiences Indians
lolere believed to share.

These variables included tribal identi

.fication; enrollment; location of tribal lands; length of resi
dence

~n

the reservation; contact with current residents of the

reservation; the ability·to speak the tribal language; types of
'eaucation (Bureau of Indian

Affair~

School or Public School);

location of school (off tribal lands or within the boundaries

of tribal lands); and the level of education completed.
age and marital status were obtained

fo~

Sex,

further correlation.

Tribal identification is defined as a feeling of associ
ation \'Iith a particular tribe.

It is possible for an Indian

person to be associated with more than one tribe because of

-.

10

mixed marriages in his background.

The Indian person whose blood

degree is four quarters of one tribal .blood is becoming less

common.

If an Indian person of one tribe marries outside his

tribe to an Indian person of another, they must choose for their
offspring which tribe to be enrolled in.

Therefore, it is

possible for a person to be: half Sioux and half Yakima, but be
recognized legally as only half Indian on the reservation where
he is enrolled.
Enrollment is a

comple~

subject.

When an enrolled member

a person whose name is on the official list of tribal members
of a tribe has a child it is his responsibility as the parent to
see that he/she is formally entered into the rolls by completing
legal documents.

Some tribes have closed their rolls to individ

uals who were born after a certain date and have a blood degree
below a quarter even though a parent is enrolled, for example,
th~

Fort Peck Reservation on December 31, 1960.

This decision

"

is made by tribal councils and the requirements for enrollment
vary.
Members of terminated tribes are in a different position.
With termination, members of these tribes gave up their federal
status for any of the federal
The

~hildren

s~rvices

offered to Indian people.

of terminated tribes have no rights as Indians and

cannot be enrolled in the same sense that Indian children of
non-terminated tribes Can be.

The Klamath and Siletz tribes of

Oregon are examples of terminated tribes.
Briefly, terminated meant that the government would end
its special relationship with a certain tribe, thus cutting
off medical services t educational and other funding, and

11

making land taxable. This was tried twice, under protest
against the Klamath and Mepominee tribes and in both cases
it reduced people who were nearly self-sufficient to the
welfare level in a matter of a few years. 14

The reservation system in the United States varies greatly.

A formal

definitio~

of a

res~rvation

is:

r9servatio,r:. is a tract of land o'lf.rned by .B tribe t the land
being he~~ln trust by the federal government for the use
and ben<&fit of the tribe. Land within a reservatlon can
include land covered by excluBi~e titles, independent
Indialls communi ties, a.nd Indian allotments where the title
has not been extinquished. There exist approximately 300
separate Indian land units (reserva~ionsf pueblos, colonies,
ranchel~ias, and cOIP..munities) under, the administration of
the Bureau of lndia::l Affairs, along ',lith scattered allot
ments in the public domain.15

A

Basically. a reservation is' a
set by treaty agreement.

traditior:al lands of the

l~nd

area whose boundaries are

The l.and mayor may not have been the
~ndian

people living thereG

The reserVa

tion system originally implied a unique rela.tionship bet'lfleen the
tribe; st&te and federal government.

Legal Negotiations 'lf10re to

be between the tribal government and the
though the tribe was a sovereign nation.

federa~

government as

Public Law 280 has

changed this concept in some states:
,state jurisdiction over reservations depends on where the
reservation is located... Nos·t places where Indians live
east 6f the Mississippi have no federal status as reserva
tions, and in these cases the states maintain law and
order. Most of the Indism involved dislike this system,
because states have an even w"rse re:;tu ';ation than the
federal government for'protection Indian rights. Indian
p~ople cave no choice :i.n the matter,
;~cither did the
tribcu in the five weRte~n states that assumed jurisdic
tion over the reservations during the era of termination.
14Robert Burnette a~d John Koster, The Road to Wounded Knee
1.1
t:
T.:!
k
1 "',..
" \ p. 11"b-17 ~ - .
~an~am
DOD.B,
~(~/~

'
flew Y
orK!

( 'l\T

15:lilCOJ10 };~
{Ne,,, York: Charles

~vo.shbu.:rll,

:.:ted !1o.:c.s.c s LaTld - Vlhite Ean's Law

.scribl1erts~ SonS~-·I~71)p.-'2(f~---·-

...........
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With a stroke of the pen, on 15 August 1954, Public Law 280
gave the states of Washington, Oregon, Nebraska, Minnesota,
and Wisconsin jurisdiction over·the reservation within
their border.16
The questions about length of time spent on the reservation
and contacts with reservation residents are important, as some
social scientists believe the reservation is the only transmitter
of Indian tradition. l ?

When an Indian person leaves his reserva

tion, he leaves behind the traditional religious ceremonies,
celebrations and feasts that are unique to his tribe and reserva
tion; as well as the raw materials that are used in his crafts.
Perhaps, most significantly, he leaves -behind a group of people
to whom these ceremonies and crafts have special meaning.

This

places the Urban Indian, for example, in a questionable position
as far as carrying on his culture and traditions.

A~l

the res

pondents to the questionnaire have sought out Indian groups.
Can these groups take the place of the tribal community in
supporting tradition?

groups?

Irhese

Is this why Urban Indians join Indian

questions lf/ill not be ans\'1ered within the scope

of this study, but we will

indicat~

something of the level of

importance Urban Indians place on the'cantinuation and knowledge
of their traditional ceremonies and crafts as an example of the

effort to retain or rediscover their "Indian identity."
The f\bili ty to speak a tribal language seems to be becoming
16Robert Eurnette and John Koster, The Road to Wounded Knee
(Ne\", York: Bantam Books,

1974), p. 313.

.

17Alexander Lesser, "Education and the F'..tture of Triba.lism
:i.n the United states: j~he Case of the American Indian, n
S.q.c..i~l Se.~e Re'tfic,!, XXV (t.Tuna 1961) t p. 133.

l}

rarer in the general population of Indian people.

Anthropologists

have historically defined language as an aspect of culture.

A

study published by the Northwest Regional Laboratories refers to
the ability to speak and the extent to "/hieh an Indian language
is spoken as

tt

'obvious' marks of 'Indian-ness l

•

The Bureau of Indian Affairs has played an

in the education of Indian people in the past.

nlB
~mportant

role

Many Indian

children have been removed from their families at early ages to
be educated in BIA Boarding Schools.

Currently, the trend is to

develop and support (With federal funds) public schools in Indian
communities, where feasible.

In some areas, the Indian population

has been'educated in the public schools on tribal lands; these
public'"'- schools are often integrated.

This is most common on

reservations where there is a large non-Indian population such
as the Fort Peck Reservation in Ivlontana.

More and more children ,are attending the public schools
or - ~llhere these are not available - special Indian day
schools and living at home. Bearding schools, where
required, are coming closer, although too many teenagers
are still being sent to. distant places to use plants no
longer needed for local tribes. The bureau has no contact
with the children in the cities or in rural areas away from
reservatio~s and trust lands.
Even in localities where
there 'is Indian-owned land, 152,000 children attend public
schools; and these schools receive subsides to balance the
loss in taxes, just as do schoo1 near defense installations
or other ftfederal impact areas." '"

Xo

18Alphonse J. Gelinger, The American Indian Graduate::
After High, !~cho.ol:.,_ \"Jhat? (Portland: Northwest Regional Educa
tional LaboratorYj 196B), p. 37.
,19 Angie Debo t
Histor:t: o~he_ Inq.ians_ of the United states
(Norman:; Unj.. versity of Oklahoma Press, 1970), p. 34B.

t:

14
Children of terminated tribes

t~ould

also be integrated into public

school systems.

Questions about the level of education were included primn
rily for correlation with the attitude questions about education"
How do individuals who have completed different levels of educa
tion view their educational experiences and

opportunities~

Does

a positive view of the opportunites available to Indian students

and a positive view of the Indian school experience correlate
positively with the level of education achieved?

And, at the

other extreme, do the people who were dropouts view the oppor
tunities available and the school experience negatively?

The attitude questions in general were chosen by the
al1tbors of the questionnaire to elicit responses \',hich could be
used to make statements concerning:
Indian; Indian experiences of
non-Indian world;

the definition of being

the~Urban

Indian; contact with the

educational~experiences;

and attitudes toward

education and perception of educational opportunities.
Questions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 14, 15, and 17 ,..,ere developed
from the authors' personal definition of Indian:
1.

To be an Indian is to be able to speak both his tribal
language and UEnglish fl •

2.

To be an Indian is to know his native customs and
traditions.

3.

An Indian is an indi'tlidual with a unique cultural
background.

4.

To be an Indian is having parents and relatives who
live on a roservation.

5.

To b~ an Indian is to know one's native crafts, for
example, beading and_ ·lfleaving. .

:t5
l!~.

fro be an India.u is to become a professional (Social
\'lorker, Admini3tra :'01'", etc,,) yet keep all his "Indian
ness""

1.5.

To be an Indian i~ 110t "selling out" to the white man's
world, and becomir.g an "Apple Indian".. ("Apple": An
Indian who copies whites or emulates middle-class white
values and life-style:: Ilred on the outside, white on
the inside."}20

The intent was to determine whether or not the respondents believe
that the possession of these abilities, experiences and attitudes
is a part of Indian identity.

It does

n~t

ask if they Eossess

tihese abilities, eXEeriences and attitudes but \'l/hether or not

!!loh are part of their definition of being Indian.
Questions 6, ?t and 8 were included because the authors'
personal'experience in Portland had indicated that participation
in rodeos or participation in city Pow Wows and support of the
American Indian Movement were positively viewed by many of their
peers.

These ideas were new to them and did not fit their

personal definition or experience as Indian:

6.

Host Indians like to participate in rodeo?

7.

To be an Indian is to participate in Pow Wows held in
the city.

8.

To be an Indian is to support the American Indian
Movement (AIM) a.~d its leaders.

Questions 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 16 are concerned with
Indian peoples

co~tacts

with the non-Indian world.

~hey

are

phra.sed to elicit reoponses about the reality of intera.ction

between Indians and non-Indians; as well as interaction between
Indians and Indians in the urban setting.

Question 11 differs

20Robert Burnette and John Koster, The Road to
(New York: Bantam Books, 1974), p. 16-17.

"

~vounded
..
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slightly in that it asks

Indians feel tt.

response to the phrase "Most

It asks for. a response- that indicates the way

things should be rather

9.

fOI'.a

tha~

the way they are:

Some Indians try to force others (both Indians and non
Indi.ans) to see thair point of viet..r.

10.

Most Indians do not have a college education or a
college degree. .:

11.

Most Indians feel there should be more Indians working
in government (BIA/IRS) supervisory and/or administra
tive positions, than in clerical positions.

12.

Most Indians like to be with people who share their
ideas and beliefs in group discussions and meetings.

13.

Most Indians have a lot of white friends and associates.

16.

Most India.ns learn the way of the "Whiteman tt i.n a
government boarding school.

Questions 18 through 25 deal directly with educational
experiences; attitudes toward education, and perception of
educational opportunities:

18.

To be an Indian is.to suffer discrimination. in the
public schools.

19.

Most Indians can learn more and be more comfortable
when they attend school with other Indian students.

20.

All Indian children ,should have the chance to attend
a public. integrated school~

21.

In the past Indians }:"eceived a usecon.d rate tl education.

22.

All students, Indians and n~n-Indianst should be
required to take classes in Indian History and Culture.

23.

It is difficult for Indian children to adapt to schools
in Portland/Phoenix.

24.

The high Indian dropout rate is caused by the school
situation rathe.r than the lack of ability on the part
of the Indian student.

25.

'foday's Indi.an has the same educational opportunites

as a non-Indian.

~

if',,;,:

~ttr~t

t

e

t

tV'b

l7
The questions were chosen on the basis of feeling and
intuition.

The authors' sensed that a difference in some of the

attitudes about Indian iden'tity were present in the Portland
Indi.9.n communi-;y.

These attitudes were different from those

they had experienced on their respective reservations.

This

difference was in part attributed to the urban situation; in
part, perhaps, to the effects of the new Indian activism.
questions were arbitrarily

de~eloped

The

in order-to test the 'authorst

perceptions and, if possible, to determine how other Indians
themselves might define Indian-ness.

In this way, perhaps, some

common elements of a definition might be identified.
Description of

Organ;i~ations.B;nd

Groups

The respondents were classified as being members of one of
four groups:

the Urban India'n Program (UPI); The National

, Council of Of;r Reservation Indian,s (NCORI); The Bureau of Indian
Affairs (BIA); and the Indian

Hea~th

Services (IHS).

The

distinctions were made according to the respondents physical
location when they completed 'the questionnaire and are not
necessarily congruent with place of emplolment.
The respondents were found by attending meetings and
gatherings of Indian people in the Portland area and by visiting
the Indian Health Service group in Whiteriver, Arizonac

The

choice of this method of locating respondents was adopted as
there were no available sources for names of Indian people in
the Portland Area.

t~~·w'1t

r

~

>

(+ &1,
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The Urban Indian Program
The Urban Indian Program is a social service Program -
primarily contact and referral

directed toward meeting the

individual and family needs of Indians for direct services.
Some of the services are as, follows; Cultural Id.entity; Social
Services Referral and Contact; Alcoho+ Referral; Educational
Counselingr Employment SerVices; Emergency Housing; Legal Assist...
anee; and Hea1 th

~

.

berv~ces.

2-1

The questionnaire was administered to three groups associ
ated with the Urban Indian Program.

The Urban Indian Program

provides physical facilities for two of the groups to meet and
some of the members of each groups are employed by the Urban
Indian Program..

These groups ,,,ere The Right to Read Tutol--:i.ng

Program. Win-ya, and the Native American Youth Association.
The Right to Read Tutoring Program, housed in the Urban
Indian Program offices two nights per week, involves Indian
people of all ages, from high' school students to middle-aged.

These were present on the evenings the questionnaire was
administered.

The purpose of the Right to Read Program is to
.

,

provide preparation for the General Equivalency Exam (G. E. D.)
and tutoring for high school s,tudents wh.o are presently enrolled
in high school.

The program has

there is no required attendance.

no

entrance requirements and

Participants vary from week to

week.

2~Lyndon Earl Bohanan, The Urban Indian Program ~p. Portlal!-.'i2.
Oregon, an unpublished paper, 1974, p. B-10~
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Each person in this group was approached individually and
asked to

comple~e

the questionnaire_

They were told it was part

of the requirement for the author~' graduation from Portland

State University.

The respondents were generally co-operative;

there were no refusals and only. a few people asked for more
information concerning the use of the questionnaire.
Win-ya is a group of Indian wqmen who meet hi-monthly in
the office of the Urban Indian

Prog~am.

Win-ya members are

involved in volunteer work in the Indian community and have
classes in beading and other cultural crafts for their members.
Recently, they have been involved in raising support, financial
and psychological, bor Betty Heath, an Indian woman who has
been convicted of murdering her husband.

These social and civic

aspects of the meetings seems to be an integral part of the
purpose for the group.

The women's ages range from the mid-

twenties to mid-fifties.
Win-ya

~a5

approached at a meeting and

to'participate in the study.

unanim~usly

agreed

They were also told it was part of

the requirement for the authors· graduation from Portland State
University.
The Native American You.th Association consists t in theory,
of young. people from junior high school to high school age.

The

meetings actually include total families from infants to parents
and grandpa.rents.
church basement.
-,

The meet:tngs are held on Saturday: in a Portland
Activities'are planned for the youth by the

volunteer staff and a potluck dinner for the families is held

late in the afternoon.

The Director of the Right to Read
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Tutoring Program is also involved in 'this group and there is an
overlap in

membe~ship

Program and the Native

between the participants in the Tutoring
Ameri~an

Youth Program.

As many of the

members of both groups were known personally to the authors , we'
relied on recognition to prevent individuals from filling out
two questionnaires.
The questionna.ires were' given at two Native American Youth

Association Petluck Dinners.
~Tas

Each individual or group at a table

approached and asked if they would participate.

also told it was part of the requirements for the
graduation from Portland state University.
the adults were willing to participate.
complete the questionnaire.

They were

author~'

,

In general, most of

One woman refused to

The reason she gave was that she

had been a student in the Ind.ian Education Program attending

Portland Community College, and she felt that the students at
Portland Stat'e University in the Indian Education Project
ignored the students at the Community College.
fore resentful and would not
!~E. .t iol1al

She was there

oo-operate~

Council of Off Reservation Indians

The Na.tional Council o.r: ,Off Reservation Indians (NCORI),

loca,l chapter, is a relatively new organization.

The purpose of

the organization as stated in their Constitution is:

"To Create,

through the strength of unity a national organization to fill
the needs of off reservation Indians. I:

The philosophical

preamble includes this statement concerning education:
We believe that education is the foundation for the
cuI tural g;':,o'f,th and development of our people and that

'ill

f
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we are obligated to promote, protect and assure the right
of our people to an .education that is in accordance with
the highest educational principles and standards, that we
must deplore any infringement of this right wherever it
may occur and regardless of whom it may affect.
The National Council for Off Reservation Indians was involved
i.n wr:i.ting this constitution' and by-laws at the meeting 'lNe attended.

It was ene of the first large
Hood Community College.

m~etings

and it was held at Mount

Permission to attend was obtained from

Gil Minthorn, Vice President of NCORI, by phone.

All the members'

willingly teok the questionnaire before the Dleeting started.

Of

all the groups involved, they exhibited·the most interest in the
results.

Several individuals requested copies of the results

and some '''/ere under the impression that the results would be
available at that meeting.
I?ureau of In'dian Affairs
The Bureau of Indian Affairs' employs many Indian people
in Pc·rtland.

Upon a formal \Vrj.tten request 9 the Area Director

allowed the questionnaire to be
hours.

A room was

assign~d;

ad~inistered

during business

hours set, and a memo circulated

to the em.ployees to annou.nce: t.hG time and place.
t..rere allowed to leave their

~esk6

level of participation was low.

The employees

to participate; however, the
(sixteen participants.)

The low level of participation may have been caused by a
lack of interest in the Bureau of Indian Affairs employees in

Indian Activities other than their owu.

By our observation

Bureau employees tend to be more, stable in their residence and
occ,upation and this .may l"eflect ,a tendancy to pursue personal

.~..

....
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advancement and achievement.

Such self-interest may well take

priority over interest and involvement in the needs of the Indian
community as a whole.

The possibility also exists that the

employees did not feel they could take time from their duties to
participate.

Some of the respondents seemed rushed and two

requested to take the questionnai.re to their desks so they would
be close to the phone while they wel"e completing it.
Indian Health Service, Whiteriver, Arizona
The Department Heads of the Indian Health Service Hospital
on the White Mountain Apache Reservation (Ms. Oliver's home)
consented to participate in the study after approval was received
from the Hospital Administrator.,
Ms. Oliver visited the,hospital and discussed the question
naire with the interested department heads.
involved were:

The departments

Nursing Superyision; Social Services; Admission

and Records; X-Ray

Technolo~y;

and the administrative support

staff.
"

The respondents were very c,o-opera ti ve.
their co-operation stemmed

f~Qm

Ms • Oliver felt

the fact that they felt pride

that an Indian person from their"

;r~servation 'VIas

receiving

advanced education and they'wishe'd to do whatever would help.
Actual Administration
The methods used in the administration of the questionnaire
were adapted to the settings,

~n

which the respondents were found

as stated in the group descriptions.

were kept as uniform as possible.

The general instructions

They were:

this questionnaire

2}
is part of the requirement for my degree from Portland state
University.

The information is confidential.

The first page

asks for some background information; and the second and third
pages ask some questions that require your attitudes or feelings
about certain subjects or ideas.
answers - just opinions.

There are no right or wrong

Check the first column if you agree;

the last column if'you disagree, and the middle column

if

you

do not know".

Names were not requested, although some respondents indi
cated a willingness to be identified by,asking where they should
put their name.

The names and addresses of respondents wishing

copies of the results were taken.
There was no time limit imposed in any of the situations.
The setting in most cases \"ras not. conducive to endorcing a time
limit.

The reading level of all respondents, ,for example, was

not knol'/n and' it seemed that" some, needed a great deal of time
to complete the questionnaire po?sibly because of a limited
reading ability.

~1ost

of

th~'

responden ts seemed to take their

time; although among the Bureau of Indian Affairs employees
there seemed to be hastiness.

Thi's could have been because the

BlA employees left their desks to'come to a specific area to
complete the questionnaire, while the other respondents had the
questiGnnaire administered to' ·them vJhere they were and at their

convenience ..
Limitations

---~----

The major limitation of ' the study was the unavailability

,"
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of sources for names of Indian l')eople in the Portland area.

The numbers of the Portland Indian

populatio~

for

exampl~'ranges

from three thousand to seven thousand depending on the survey
Identificati~n

cited.

of numbers is complicated by the fact
I

that Indian people tend to move

in and out of the city and

from place to place in the city

frequently.

'22

The Urban Indian Program and the Portland American Indian
Center were approached as sources for names of Indian people who
were associated with their respective programs.

The Urban, Indian

Program stated they did not have a list of clients.

When'

approached for permission to give the questionnaire to clients
actually present in the Urban Indian Program offices, permission
was refused.

This was qualified by the statement that their

clients had so many forms to fill out to receive assistance that
they did not wish another form inflicted upon them.
The Portland American Indian Center refused to give their
membership list because they had given it out on previous
occasions and received complaints from the members.

They did

give permission for attendanc'e at their meetings to ask thel
attending members if they wished ··to participate.
meetin~

which was held during the

questionnaire was cancelled.

~ime

of

However. the

ad~inistering

the,

Therefore, Portland American Indian

Center members were not involved in the sampling as members' of
the Portland American Indian Center.

Some were included because

they were part of the Bureau of Indian Affairs group and the

~hG Urban Indian Prog:rams in Portle.nd t.
an unpublished paper, 1974, p. 1 ..

22i y ndon Earl Bohanan t

9re g o n:"
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Na.tional Council of Off Reservation Ilidians

gl'OUp.

The unavailability of sources of lists of Indian people
made the use of a random sample impossible.

This greatly limited

the type of statements \'1hich can be made in the analysis of the
questionnaires.

The statements about the respondents can only

be descriptive of the individuals who were respo~dents.

A random

sampling would have given the results a higher level of validity
in making statements about attitudes, experiences 'and perceptions
of Urban Indians in the Portland area.

This illustrates a

~~jor

problem in attempting accurate

research with Urban Indian groups.

The lack of formal contact

with any organization in the urban area and the transientnes6

of Urban Indians makes accurate research almost impossible.

"

CHAPTER III
FINDINGS
This chapter presents the demographic data and statistical
:

analysis of the findings of this study.

The question responses

of the 76 respondents were averaged to determine a mean score for
each question.

The means were determined for a total population

and for each of the four groups; the Urban Indian Program, the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, the National Council of

orr

Reserva

tion Indians and the Indian Health Services.
The responses were assigned number values; 5 for agreement,

3 for

indifferenc~

or neutrality; and 1 for disagreement.

The

set of means; total population, and the four group means for each
question are presented.
The mean is said to indicate agreement if it falls between

4.0 and 5.0; neutrality or indiffe'rence if it falls between 2.00
and 3.99;

a~d

Demo~raphic

disagreement if it falls between 0.00 and 1.99.

Data

The population of this study consisted of 76 respondents.
There wel"e 55 female respondents and 21 male.

The average age

was 35.57 years with a range of 16 years to 65 years.

The

majority of the respondents were married, 44; 22 were single,
and 10 indicated they were in the catagory of
'llhe respondents represented

'. '-iIIii ,

"oth~ru.

25 tribes wi th tribal lands in

27
12 states.

The majority of the respondents indicated they were

in contact with friends and re1a.tiv:es ·on their reservation.-

42

indicated they had lived on the reservation and, of these, the
majority had lived on a reservation over

15 years.

The ability to ,speak more' than a few words' of their tribal
language was claimed by 29 respondents.
The majority of the respondents received their education in
public school systems, 56 respondents; only 19 respondents were
educated in Bureau of Indian Affairs Schools.

The majority of

the schools attended were on tribal lands.
25 of the respondents did not complete 12th grade, 13
completed 12th grade and 29 have completed or attended some
past high school educational or training program.
A more detailed presentation of data is given in Appendix B•

....
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9..l 1estian Means
'llABJ..E I

DEFINITION OF BEING INDIAN

nIP

BrA

NCORI

IHS

TOTAL

2.35

2.12

1.90

4.~1..6

2,,59

To be an Indian is to "
know his native customs
and trad:i.tions.

3.43

3.87

3.72

4.46

3.80

An Indian is an 'individ
ual with unique cultural
backgrounds.

3.09

4.12

4.95

4.26

4.07

To be an Indian is having
parents and relatives who
live on a reservation.

1.87

1.75

1.54

3.36

2.10

To be an Indian is to
know one's native crafts,
for example, beading and
\-leaving_.

2.74

2.00

2.68

2.80

2.80

To be an Indian is to
become a professional
(Social Worker, Administrator, etc.) yet keep
all his tJ India.i1.... n~ss. u

2.93

3.25

2.54'

3.53

2.96

.Questions
~

1.

2.

3..
4.
_

5.

14.

~

To be an Indian is to be
able to speak both his
tribal languat;e and

.

15.

..-

_

,~~~----+-----~----~~------4--------4-------

....

To be an Indian is to
return to your tribal
lands, to help your own
people, for example, a ",
18\,1 student.

J.7.

To be an Indian is not

\
I
3~70

3.13

2.85

3.53

3.30

"selling-out n to the white
man's world and becoming
3.35
an "Apple Indian".

2.75

3.86

3.80

3.46

The population means indicate neutrality or indifference on
qu~stions 1, 2,

4, 5, 14, 15, and 17.

The population mean indi
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cates

agree~nt

on question 3.

The Urban Indian Program (tIP) group mean indicates dis
~greem~nt

on question 4; the means on all other questions for

this group fall within the range of neutrality or indifference.

The Bureau of Indian,Affairs (BIA) group mean indicates
agreement on question 3; disagreement on question 4, and neutrality
or indifference on all other questions.
The National Council ,of Off, Reservation Indians ,(NCO~I)
I

group means i'ndicate disagreement on questions land 4.

T~ey

I
The means indicate

indicate strong agreement on question 3.

neutrality on all other questions for-this group.

The Indian Health Services (IRS) group means indicate
agreement on questions 1, 2, and 3.

Their means indicate neu

trality or indifference on questions 4, 5, 14, 15, and 17.

TABLE II
INDIAN EXPERIENCE OF URBAN INDIAN

--

UIP

BIA

NCORI

IRS

TOTAL

::e.arti~iiia.te

2.83

3.13

2.68

3.66

3.10

To be an Indian is par
ticipate in Pow Wows
held i!_ the city.

3.08

2.88'

2.8J.

2.78

2.93

2.99

2.33

2.86

Questions
r

o.

7.

Most Indians like to
in rodeos.

I

8.

To be an Indian is to
support the American
Indian Movement (AIM)

_____ ~~d j.ts _1_e_(;ici~_rs.

--.-

..... ~--.-

1.68'

3.82
-- --.•. ...

....



,

The population means indicate indifference or neutrality
to all questions.
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The Urban Indian F'rogram (UIP) group means fall within the
range of neutrality or indifference on all questions.

However,

!In the question concerning the American Indian Movement, there is
a slight tendency towards agreement.
The, Bureau of

rnd~an

Affairs (BIA) group mean indicates

neutrality or indifference on questions 6 and 7; there is dis
agreement with question 8 concerning the support of the American
Indian Movement.
The National Council of Off Reservation Indians (NCORI)
group mean indicates neutrality or indifference on all questions.
The Indian Health Service (IRS) group mean indicates
neutrality or indifference on all questions.

'rhere does seem

to be a slight tendency towards agreement with the question
concerning participation in rodeos and a slight tendency toward
disagreement with the question concerning the support of the
American Indi'an l-1ovement.
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TABLE III
CONT~CT

WITH THE NON-INDIAN WORLD

BIA

NCORI , IHS

'fOTAL

Some Indians try to force
others (both Indians and
non-Indians) to see their 3.17
lloint of viet..,.

3.88

2.86

3.2/f

Most Indians do not have
a college education or
degree.

3.26

4.25

l~. 90

4.20

4.09

3.82

5.00

'+.00

4.13

4.09

4.00

4.38

3.72

L~.46

4.08

3.16

3.44

3.50

3.13

3.41

3~l,7

2.13

2.13

3.40

2.72

UIP

Questions

9.

10.

11.

12.

Host Indians feel there
should be more Indians
working in government
(BtA/IHS) supervisory
and/or administrative
positions.

Most Indians like to be
with people who share
.their ideas and beliefs
in group discussions and

3.. 26

--

meetin.~s.

13.

16.

Most Indians have a lot
of white friends and
associa.tes.
Most Indians learn the
way of the Hitlhi teman"
in a government board
ing school.

The population means indicate agreement on

questio~lO,

11,

12 and neutrality on questions 9, 13, 'and 16.
The Urban Indian Program (UIP) group means indicate agree

ment on question 12 and neutrality on questions 9, 10, 12; 13,
and 16.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) group means indicates

."
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agreement on questions 10, 11, and 12'.

12 is unanimous.

The agreement on question

Neutrality or indifference is indicated by the

means on questions 9, 13, and 16.

The National Council of Ofr Reservation Indians (NCORI}
group mean indicates strong agreement with question 10.
is also agreement indicated on question 11.

There

The group means

indicated indifference or neutrality on questions 9, 12, 13,
and 16.

The Indian Health Service (IHS) group means indicate
agreement on questions 10, 11, and 12•. Neutrality or indifference
is indicated on questions 9, 13, and 16•

..
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TABLE IV
EDUCATIONAL ATTITUDES, EXPERIENCES AND PERCEPTION OF OPPORTUNITY

UIP

BIA

NCORI

IRS

TOTAL

To be an Indian is to
suffer discrimination
in the public. schools.

2.70

2.94

3.22

2.86

2.92

Most Indians can learn
more and be more com
fortable when they
attend scho~l with other
Indian Students.

3.87

2.94

3.59

4.00

3.63

Questions

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

All Indian children
should have the chance
to ~:ttend a public,
integrated school •.

3.(8

4.50

In the past Indians
received a "2nd rate"
education.

4.43

All students, Indian and
non-India~ should be
required to take classes
in Indian History and
Culture.
It is difficult for
Indian children to adap~
to school in Portland/
Phoenix.

3.72

4.00

4.13

4.40

4~oo

4.27

4.30

4.00

3.72

4.20

4.06

3.57

3.00

3.31

3.00

3.27

The high Indian dropout .
rate is caused by the
school situation rather
than t:he lack of ability 4~oo
O! the part of the Indian
student.
Today l s Indian han the
same educational ·oppor
tunities as a non-Indian. 3.43

4.00

-

I
3.25

2.93

3.72

12.72 I 3.66

3.46

4.31

I
4.38

The population means indicate neutrality or indifference on
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questions 18 t 19, 21, 22" 23, and 25.

However, they did not

strong!.y agree with the statement that" all Indian children should
have the chance to attend a
w~th

public~

integrated school, or disagree

the statement that the high dropout rate of Indian studen'ts

is caused by the school situation rather than lack of ability of

the Indian student.,.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) agrees with the population

means on

al~

questions with the exception. of question 25.

The

(BIA) group indicates agreement with the statement that today's
Indian has the same educational opportunities as a non-Indian.
The National

Counci~

of Off Reservation Indians (NCORI)

disagrees. with the population means on questions 20, 22, and 24.
NCORI's mean for the questions concerning Indian children's
chance to attend a public, integrated school and the requirement
of all students to take Indian History and Culture classes is
(

within the range of neutrality or indifference.

Their mean for

the q'uestion concerning the educational opportunities for today's

Indian is also neutral.

They agree with the statement that the

high Indian dropout rate is caused by ,the school situation

rather than 1ack of ability on the part of the Indian student.
The Indian Health Service "( rp...s) group mean differs from

the population mean on only one statement.

The IES group agrees.

that most Indians can be more comfortable and learn more when
they attend school with other Indian students.
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TA'BLE V _

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS'18, 21,24 and 25

BY EDUCATiONAL· LEVEL COMPLETED

guest
ions
x

18.

21.

24.

25.

Above 12th

Total

Below 12th

12th

2.70

2.88

3.00

2.92

4.67

4.30

4.07

4.27

3.95

3.33

:;.40

3.72

3.75

3.80

:;.46

To be an Indian is
to suffer discrim
ination in the public
schools

In the past Indians
received a ~Second
rate" education.
The high Indian drop
out rate is caused by
the school situation
rather than the lack
of ability of the part
of the Indian student.

Today's Indian has the
same educational oppor
tunities as a non
3-.67.
IndiaIl:_,,__

-'

There appears to be little -difference in the mean scores of
the respondents, when divided into groups according to level of
education completed, and compared to the total
these questions.

~roup

means for

The level of education completed group means

fall within the ranges of neutrality or indifference on questions

18.24. and 25.

The means'agree
on question
21.
.
.

The total group

means fall within these ranges also.

S'ummary
The population means of

18 questions; 1, 2, 4, 5, 6. 7, 8,
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9. I3, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 23, 24~ and 25; fall within the
assigned range of neutrality or indifference.

means fall within the range

or

Seven population

agreement; questions 3, 10, 11, 12,

20, 21, and 22•. However, only ~n 11 questions; 5, 6, 7, 9, 13, 14,

15, 16, 18, and 23; do the four small group means agree unamiously
with the population by falling within the boundaries of the same

range 1 (ie. agreement, neutrality, or indifference.)
cations of this will be dealt with in Chapter IV.

The impli

CHAPTER IV

IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
D~riniton

of Being Indian

The authors' definition of Indian is reflected in questions
1 through 5, 14, 15,- and 17 of the questionnaire.

The first five

questions reflect the authors' personal feelings of who is "an
Indian n •

Thus t these questions deal with native language, cul

tural traditions, extended family ties, Indian arts and crafts,
and whether

01'

not the respondent viewed his Indian Heritage as

unique.
Questions 14, 15., and 17 ask if i.t is possible for an Indian
to keep his cultural identity and still be able to function effec
tively in non-Indian society.
St. Germaine stated in the book

An

answer could be, as Richard

ent~tl.ed,

The Way:

?tAfter he (the young Indian) educates himself in a white
world, if he cames back, this is great. I do not dislike
the Indian 'VTayso <». I only mean t~at an Indian should first
educate himself and socialize with the white world, setting
aside his old customs while doing so ••• then decide which
path he shall take. H 23
It should be pointed out,

th~t

some tribes make it difficult for

Indian professionals to return to their own reservations.

For

example, tribal politics, rivalry, and the pressure of factions
23Richard st. Germaine, "Today Young Indians Must Relinquish
Their Customs,tf The ~al, ed. Shirley Hill Witt and Stan Steiner
(New York: Random Ho~se, 1972), pp. 93-94.

a...
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among tribal members, could discourage an Indian professional from

returning if for no other reason'than his world view is now more
liberal than that of his tradition

or

status quo bound tribesmen.

Of the eight questions presented on defining "Indian", the
population means indicated agreement on question 3, ie., an
Indian has a unique cultural background.

Of the four respondent

groups, only one, UIP, indicated neutrality or indifference.
Further~

the IHS respondents means indicated agreement on questions

dealing with language ability, knowledge of, native customs and
traditions, as well as with uniqueness of the Indian Cultural
background (question 3).
One of the authors' is orginially from the southwest area
of the United states.

There she had frequent contact with Indian

people who spoke both their native language and English.

On many

reservations in the southwest, English is often a second language.
In conversations with an English-speaking

perso~

(usually a non-

Indian) the Indian person must take in what has been said and

translate into his own language before he can ;espond. 24

The

ability to apeak one's native language could be considered a
d'ecisive part of one t S Indian';'ness',2 5 since language is so essen

tial an element of personality and ·culture.
Another part of Indian-ness is reflected in having knowledge
about one's native customs and traditions.

The lES respondents

24Mary Nelson, "Problems Indian Students Face,.. The Indian
Historian, V, No.2 (Summer), 1972, 24.
25Northwest Regionel Laboratory, The American Indian
After H:i,gh School, vJhat? November, 1968, p. 37.

Graduate:

~
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indicated agreement, due perhaps to

t~e

1

fact that ,these respond

ents live and work on a reservation most of their lives (25 years
or better).

Of the other three groups (UIP, BIA, and' NCORI)

aproximate~y

one-half of the respondents have lived ,on a reser

vation for any period of time (between I.to ,20 years).

Indians

who live and work on tribal lands may haye a better awareness of
their Indian-ness.

Dr. \iilliam Demmert t member of Tlingit tribe"

of Alaska captures the difference:
His cl..rn years from 8 to 34 were spent the way Tlingi ts had'
spent them for generations: Fishing with purse seines in
the summer to earn the year's livelihood, spending 'the
other nine months of th~ year to developing and nurturing
a complex sooiety based on such beliefs as reincarnation, 26
dreams. visions and obligations to one's own moiety (clan).
Living on a reservation with parents and relatives reinforces the
deve19pruent of Indian-ness, especially important if the reserva
tion is ever left behind.

Being part of an extended family pro

vides ties both on and off tr.ibal,lands, thereby delaying the
erosion of Indian-ness which occurs after contact with the nonIndian world.

Significantly t there \-Iere three ,groups of respand

'ents (UIF', BrA and NCORI) who 'all 'indicated disagreement with the
statement:

"to be an Indian is having parents and relatives, who

live on a reservation".
with the question.

Only IHS respondents indicated agreement

Again, this maybe because most of the respond

ents in the other groups had no relatives, or, were aware of none,
on reservations.

Wishing to

c~aim

their Indian-ness, however,

they could not very well agree with a definition which would
26f4tiggie
H~,gpway~,

~'lilson,

"From Phoenix Convention Center," Krizona

LI, May 1975, p. 15.
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exclude them!
'Knowledge of Indian arts and crafts, is not seen as part of
a definition of Indian by any of the

fou~

groups of respondents.

Such knowledge, however, was part of Indian-ness. long before the
white man come to this continent.

Contemporary Indians may exper

ience Indian arts and crafts as a neeative stereotype that needs
to be forever relegated t01musetlms.
however, cannot be ignored.

This part of being Indian.

In some, PUeblo tribes, for example,

all of the women made pots and the men wove in order to provide
needea household necessities. 2 ?

The special art skills

such as

beading and pottery, usually more common among the the women,
were passed down to younger women generally' through their mothers,
who also took instruction from other women, usually relatives.

In

one instance what resulted among the eheye'nne, and some other
Plains tribes, were women's craft guilds.
only the most skilled bead workers to

These guilds invited

meet with them.

28

Some of

the tribes still have very famous and well known.women. such as
Maria Hartinez of San I.defonso Pueblo who is kno ....' ll widely for the
fine pottery she and her relatives proauce. 29

Now that these

items of ullecessityu. however. can be bought cheaply, no one
2?Ruth Underhill, Ph.D., Pueblo Crafts,(Lawrence, Kansas:
Haskell Institute Print Shop). March 1948, p. 135.
28Andrew Hunter Whiteford, UEnriching' Daily Life: The
Artist and Artisan, n An Exhibi tj.on Organized By: \t/alker Art
Center Indian ..~rt Association, The Minneapolis 'Institute of Arts,
American Indian Art: I·'orm and Tradition t (New York:' E.· p~ Dutton
and Co., Inc.), 1972, p. 11.

2~Tbid.

t

p. 12.
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would spend time producing them

such as a ~edding.30

~xcept

for use at.a ceremonial,

Therefore, the quality of some of the

Indian arts and crafts seen today can be determined, usually, by
the amount of money paid for the item:
results,

"Sales will ,decide the

for only an unusual woman can take

tim~

for good pots

when the average buyer wants . twentY-;-fi.ve-cent ash trays. ,,31

With this in mind, many Indian arts and crafts are now being
mass produced - by non-Indians and usually in a foreign country.
Some of the down graliing of Indian arts and crafts is blamed on

the white society, but this

m~y

not be accurate, since to produce

fine arts and crafts takes time and some of the younger Indians
feel it is not worth the time.

On the other hand, there are

"Indian schools located in Banta Fe, Alouquerque, Fort Wingate,
Shiprock t and

fuba

instructors.

They instruct young silversmiths on the methods of

(Cj' ty), (that) have Navajo master craftsmen ·as

the craft, using designs of the best traditional patterns".3 2
The arts and crafts done by Indians in the past. are changing from
'''necessity"

to imi tation - there fore, the stamp on the underside

of a pot saying "made in Japan".

Fettler than half of the re1?Pond

ents indicated they agreed that Indian-ness involves knowing one's
native arts and crafts, although such knowledge was once an esseu
30Ruth Underhill, Ph.D., ~ueblo Crafts,(Lawrence, ~ansas~
Haskell Institute Print Shop), ",March 1948, 'p. 135.

3J:1bi d;., p. 136.
32John Aaair, The Navajo and Pueblo Sj~versmiths_, (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1944), p. 201.
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tia1 element of tribal economics and religion.
crarts~

make one'a native arts or

The ability to

could·strengthen one's Indian

ness in much the same way as do extended family ties and knowledge
of tribal language.

And it is all of these which contribute to

the unique cultural background of the. Indian.
The unique cultural background of the Indian people was
discussed at a conference of the American Anthropological Associ
ation, held at the University of Chicago on February 20, 1954:
The m~mbers all agreed that despite external pressures,
and internal change, most of the present identifiable
Indian groups residing on reservations (areas long known
to them as homelands) will continue indefinitely as
distinct social units, preserving their basic ualues,
personality, and Indian way of life, while ma~ing contin
ual adjustments, often superficial in nature, to the
economic and politi~al demands of the larger society.33
UIP'respondents, however, indicated indifference or neutrality,
regarding the uniquene'ss

0

f an Indian t s cultural backgrounq.

This could be an indication that they are the
tribal or Indian-non-Indian marriages.

c~ildren

of inter

Or they could have been

raised in an urban. environment where their primary contact is

,

with Indian people, who

h~ve

mixed' heritages. 34

Furthermore,

the respondents in this group indicated (except for five) that
they

had all at at tended public schools, and

had ever lived on a reservation.

0

f these, only nj.ne.,

The inclination, therefore, is

33C1Yde Kluc~hohn, "Covert Culture and Administrative
Problems,n American Anthropologist, XX~XV(April-June 1943), p.389.
'34Murray L •. Wax, Indian Americans Unity and Divers~ty,
(Englewood Cliffs, New Jers~y: Prentice-Hall. Inc., 1971),
p. 192.
'
'
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to assume that these respondents have become more assimilated or
urbanized and

therefor~

lIl e ss Indian" because they are less

aware of an integrated Indian cultural past.
Retaining one's Indian identity poses a problem for Indians
living and working in an urban·environment.

In our context, we

wished to know if it was als'o a problem for Indian professionals

who leave their home lands, advance their education, and develop
expertise in a dominant society profession.

Can he the Indian

professional, keep his Indian-ness in the back of his mind or
somewhere in his consciousness and to experience when

need~d?

When looking at Indian professionals, one must keep in mind that

in the United states there are few recognized Indians who are

professionals.

38

Indi~n

In the medical profession, for example, there are

physicians, one Indian dentist and three hospital admin

istrators. 35

Of these lJroiessionals t few. eve'r return to their

own reservations.

In one instance, at a Convocation of American

Indian Scholars, a Pueblo' dentist was asked:

flDo yeu think the

acceptance by Ind1ans of other·.Indians from other reservations
would be greater than of non-Indians?,,36
defini tei~T. Tt

His answer was "yes,

He then related' his. own experience, when he first

began his practice:
Even before I arrived, the people would say, we have an
Indian dentist coming. .And I could have been the worst
dentist in the world, b~t the fact that I was Indian,

35The Second Convocation of American Indian Scholars,
Indian Voices:: The Native American rreday t (San Francisco:
Indian Hi8torian Press, 197 4 ), p. 151-2.
36.I.bid., p. 158.

"
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the patients were all waiting, whereas it's been the
experience of non-Indian dentists on an Indian Reser
vatio"n, to spen'd upwards of eight months to a year,
just getting acquainted with people before they were
asked to provide any kind of services. 37

It appears there is a tendency for Indian professionals to:be
accepted more readily in Indian communities other than their own.
Perhaps by first gaining acceptance and recognition in another
community, others will be encouraged to become more receptive to
Indian professionals who might want to return to their own
It should be emphasized that not

al~

encourage their younger Indians to return.

people~8

tribal communities

If one should decide

to try to return he may "find that the power structure on the
reservation isn't behind him"; or the tribal members may "resent"
his acquired training and skill. 39

The rationale appears to be

"all right, now you're a city boy and you don't understand things
about reservations anymore. n40

These

sam~

people,ironically

enough, may have encouraged the same youth to go outside the
C~

reservation in order

advance his education and help his people.

Traditiellal"Indian communities consistently reflect these dilem
mas and contradictions.

On the one hand, it is sensible to learn

to live in the white man's world; on the other it is too threat
ening to an already harassed traditional way of life.

The

37 The Second Convocation of American Indian Scholars, Indian
Voices: The Native American Toda:y, (San ~"ranci5co:: Indian Histo
Historian Press, 19'74), p. 157.

38~.,
~Q

••

d

p. 106.

";"'~.,: p.

42~

.'

40 Ibid ., p. l~2.

-

l'

..,
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sanctions the young receive are thus contradictory and ambivalent

at flest and always present wherever "the:re are Indiana.
Indian Ex:eerience of the Urban Indian
Questions 6, ? and 8 on the questionnaire deal with the'
"rndian experience of the Urban Indian."

These three

questio~s
I

reflect just a few of the activities any Indian in an urban
community has available to him.

Other activities could

inclu~e

Indian dances, meetings with other Indian groups in the city, and
Indian Clubs for both· mell" and", women.
The population means for all three questions, indicate
indifference or neutrality.
t~cipation

Question 6, dealing with Indian par-

in rodeos, and question 7, referring to Indian

par~ic-

ipation in city pow-wows, show the individual group means all'
reflecting neutrality or indifference.

In question 8, "to be:

Indian is to support the American Indian Movement (A~M) and its
leaders", the population

~eans

indicates neutrality or

indiff~r-

"

ence.

UIP

~eans

(3.82) show neutrality or indifference with

The BIA means (1.68) indiqates

slight tendency towards agreement.
disagreement with- the question.

,

a

NCORI and IHS both reflect the

population means of neutrality or indifference.
Rodeos may have begun with

~he

Indians.

The rodeo itself

was born through observation of Indians "playing" on their horses.
What looked like "playing" was the' Indian developing his horse
manship skills.
how to

ma~e

It was the white man, however, who discovered

money out of the rodeo.

41

1t1tiilliarn Eastlake t "Today is Joy to Their ?'lorld, II .2.£orts
lllu!trat!d, September 23, 1974, p. 33.
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Usually associated with rodeos are pow-wows.

'fhe word

npOW-WO\~tr

might have had an A.1.gonkian'origin" developed i.n the nineteeth
century, to describe a form of secular dancing taken from cere
monials done in the Plains region of the United states.

42

Pow-wows in the city have a different meaning and feeling,

than do pow-wows held on tribal lands.
be

view~d

The city

pow~wow

could

as an intertribal event, containing;'

large commercial enterprises invo£,ring white entrepreneurs,
regular dances at intertribal social centers i.n large cities,
and the dancing that constitutes the social side of other
wise serious intertribal meetings. The greater number of
different, tribes represented the greater the succ~ss of the
affair.43
It should be pointed out that not all Indj.ans who might be living
in the city attend what Joan Ablon in an article on Urban

regards as nartificial pow-wows".,

Indians~

By this she means pow-wows

which lack the "benefit of home community, relatives, friends, and'

the serving of traditional fOodse,,44
Although many do care to .join inJan-Indian dal'}c~ng:,
others find no necessity to recharg~or re1!Y- their
~an-ness nor do they think of Pan-J;.ndian a"?tivities
.!!L.!"elevan t z;-t_o the_i.x: ....E.~_r:,6onal Indian ide~t.i ty or tribal

,;nterests.
The other kind, of'

5
ppW-l'JOW

is the tribal

POW-\>/O'N.,

In some parts

of the United States this event is principally thought of as a
42Eleanor Burke Leacock and Nancy Oestl~eich Lurie, eds.
Na.tive American Indian in Historical Pers~ti ve, .(New York.e,
Random House, 197ii, p. 449 • ..
"

t

4

43---2:-........
Ib ' d

t

r.:O
p. 1f.?,

44Joan Ablon, "Relocated American Indians in the San
Francisco Bay Area"n Human OrgaE.:h~.at.io'p", XXIII, (1:965), p~ 720.
£1..

·/Ibid. (my italics)
-...,.......~

""

t
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ceremoni.al:::
The tribal pow-wows "whether or not it seeks to attract
tourists, is ••• primarily a community effort in which
local customs and lan~Jage are evident. These pow-wows
build community solidarity".46
The tribal pow-wow is what some Indian people regard as the only
traditional or authentic Indian pow-wow.

It is £or this reason

that these same Indians choose not to' at'tend city pow-wows.
Further, Indian center

POlf/-WO\\TS

American Indian Movement

may at times be spens,orad by the

(A~M).

AIM was founded in July, 1968,

by George ¥utchell, who drew up the charter, and Dennis Banks,

in Miv.neapolis. 47

phenomenon.

The movement could, be said to be an urba.n

To an Indian who has either lived or worked in
.

.

rural areas or on tribal lands, several hundred miles from a
metropolitan area, AIMts frame of reference seems very remote •.
For he who works or lives on tribal lands; is among tribal members,
and is itimately a part of a tribe's customs and language, there
is no need to focus the harsh light of publicity on oneself in
order to call attention to one's Indian-ness.
he is .Indian, need tell no one.
.Q2nt~t.

'An Indian who knows

He just simply is •

Hi th the Non .... Indian ~·lorld

Questions

9 and 12 deal with

Indian groups and their inter

46Eleanor Burke I,urie and Nancy Oestreich Lurie, eds.,
Nat:tte American !~dian in Historical Perspective, (New York:
Random House, 1971), p. 450-51.
47

'
Robert Burnette and John Koster, The Road to Wounded Knee,
(Ne..l York: Bantam Books, Inc., 1974), p .. 196.
--

.... 01
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aotion ~th other groups.

Questions 10 and 16 deal with the,

Indian experience in the education system.

Questions 11 and ,13

refer to government employed Indians and Indian interact,ion with
white society.
The population means on questions 9, 13 and 16 indicate

neutrality or indifference.

On these same questions the popula

tion means is also reflected on the four individual group means.
The population means on questions 10, 11 and 13 indicate agree

ment with the statement.

In question 10,

deal~ng

with the lack

of Indians having a college education. of' the i,our groups, only

UIP (3.26) indicated neutrality or indifference.

The,llth ques

tion, dealing with the lack of Indian people in administrative
and/or 'supervisory government positions, the BIA group (5.0)
indicated strong agreement with the statement.

In question 12"

"most Indians like to be \-/ith others who share their ideas and
beliefs in group discusstons and meetings", the.NCORI group means
(5·,,72) indicates neutrality

,qnestionnaire was

9.r in.difference.

distributed~during

Interestingly, the

a conference held by the

National Council of Off Reservation Indians.

The purpose of the

conference was to gather and share ideas about the direction and
membership duties of NCORI, yet the response from these people on
question 12 appears to indicate a contradiction in interpretation
on the part of the 'members.
It could be said that some young Indians. are very forceful,
especially if they have a cause to be1ieve in.
philosophies

ot

the APlerican Indian Movement.

,An example, are the

On the other hand,

Indian people like to gather with other Indians and'share ideas on

iii'
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common experiences, especially if they

~r~

in a new environment and

by chance' meet other Indians in a similar situation.

"Indian migrants to the city exhibit the same patterns as
European migrants of a half-century ago. Given the oppor
tuni ty, they cluster toge't'her residentially and elaborate
distinctive institutions which are neither traditional nor
urban middle class, but which enable them as a community
to fabricate a meaningful existence in this new environ
ment. n 48
The spontaneous gathering that occurs among newly arrived Indian
to the city, serves the purpose of reinforcing their Indian
identity and enables them to cope with "oity life".
lndian identity can be suppressed as well as reinforced.
This suppression is seen at times in government operated Indian
boarding schools.

During the time between 1889 and 1892.• there

were twelve newly opened boarding schools, operating from old
abandoned army

forts~

UChildren were removed, som.etimes forcibly long distances
from their homes; the use of Indian languages by children
was forbidden under threats of corporal punishment; stu
dents were boarded out to white families during vacation
times, and native religions vIera suppressed. "49
The
~and

ratiop~e

behind this removal of children from their native

and family was to better prepare the child to become an

American and'less Indian. 50

This'happened in the late 1800's,

but some educational institutions in the past few years have not

advanced much further in

thei~ conceptio~s

of education for the

48."~~axt p. 163'
49Estelle Fuchs and Robert J. Havighurst, To Live on This
Earth: American Indian Education, (Garden City, New York: Anchor
Press/Doubleday, 1973), p. 225.

50 Ibid

--

50
American Indian.

The purpose is still assimilation with the great

Americat;1 "melting pot" and not education in the ·truest sense of
the word.

wnat

results is

tha~

h~i~'l.g

because of the frustratio.n of
book~,

and other students.

the Indian student leaves school
pushed aside by teachers--,

In order to survive in the educational

system the Indian must have competed,
,

especia~ly

for grades.

:

Because a student's worth is determined by grades, for the student
who comes from a non-Eng11sh-speaking background, the chances of
survival are very minute. 51
system~

More often now, however, school

reflect positive change.

They are beginning to include

bilingual studies, Indian culture and'history, and vocational
training.

Also, Indians are understanding the tremendous import

ance to themselves and to. others of quality education and equality
of educational opportunity. 52

educatipn, among

Even with this new awareness in

past~5econdary ~chool

students, the ratio'

between these going to college and those going to technical-voca
tional. schools is about 3 to '4. 5~'- In addition, the estimate t in

,19'l0, of three thousand Indian high sehopl graduates entering

college, only about one-fourth of'whom will graduate with a
, 54
baccalaurate.
Based on the above, the NCORI group means (4.90),
,

ghowing a slight

51 Joe

E.

~endency toward's~rong

S~~do,

.

agreemant .with the question

.

Needed Change to Serve Indians, an"unpub

lished paper.
52Robert L. Bennett, "The New Indians and the. Old Indians:
Cultural Factors in the Education of American Indians," Shirley
Hill "'Ilitt and Stan Steiner, eds., The 1-lax, (New York: Random House,
Inc., 1972), p. 129.

53Fuchs and Havighurst, p. 261.
54 Jbid ., p. 260.

-
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dealing with Indians not

h~ving

a college education, also had the

most members with past-secondary

ed~c~tion

level.

Hopefully,

their experience will provide others with the knowledge of the
difficulties involved in pursuing a college education and of how
to overcome these.
The question dealing with having more Indian people in

government administrative and supervisory positions, received
strong agreement from the BIA respondents (5.0).

The reason for

this may be that since the Bureau of Indian Affairs is set up to

help Indians, therefore only an Indian can understand the Indian
and his problems.

On the other hand, as Ms. Ablon 'has said,

"Indians generally do not want to compete with others.,,55

In

order to hold either of the positions stated above, one must
compete.

This theme is repeated as follows:

ttThe (employees have) done :all right in their present Jobs
and -made advancements, but they were afraid that if they'
took that next step and·bec~me supervisor, they might not
be big enough for the job. tr 56
If this is so, then how did some Indians become administrators or
supe~visors?

-One answer to this.is that the Indian who obtains

a fairly high paying job, that provides a reasonable standard of
living, improves his chances 'for, staying and for

ad~pting

to the

new culture and its values. 57" By thus adapting to the white or

55AbIon, p. 713.
56Donald Greve, ItThe American India:Ilt" Vital Speeches, XXXVI

(February 1, 1970), 278.
57Robert

s.

\-leppner, "Urban Economic Opportunities: the,
~'[addel1 and O. Nichael Watson, The
American Indian in Urban Society, (Boston: Little. Brown an~
Companjt 1971), p. 246.

example of Denver, n Jack O.

..::.
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dominant standard of
for what he wants.

liv~ng

a.nd values, he also learns to compete

It could be that some of the BIA respondents

are reaching, if some have not already, this economic integration
point.

\-1ith this in

miIl.d~ ob17ioils~y\

Indians ,,,,ill continue to

obtain higher paid positions.
In achieving economic ·integration. the Indian will most
likely associate with more and more non-Indians •. Thus, the BIA
respons~ indica~ing

neutrality or indifference to the question of

having more non-Indian friends and associates, appears to contradiet their strong agreement with the position that more Indians
ought to be in. supervisory and administrative positions.

Having

contact with non-Indians does not always occur in working positions,
although such contact occurs more often in the· city.

UHany Indians

say that they have more contact with non-Indians than with other
Indians. ,,58
Some Indian people have non-Indian friends but may be
embarrassed to have it known even on a questionnaire, assuring
them of anonymity.

They thereby keep what they are probably

experiencing as a lack of Indian-ness, to

themselves~

They try

to hide the fact that they are more comforts.ble with, or have
more white, than Indian friends.
Educa~~?nal

EXEeriences, Attitudes and

Percept~

The questions in this' section were designed to elict

58 Mer-vIyn S. Ga:rarino, "Life' in the City: Chiicago, n Jack O.
Waddell and O~ Michael Watson, The American Indian in Urban
Socictl., (Boston: ~ittle t B~own ;~d Company," 1970), p. 1'75.
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responses concerning educational experiences, attitudes toward
educa.tion, and present and past per,ceptions of educational
opportunities.

Q,uestioL.s 18, 19,

'20,

'23. and 24 are directly

related to school experience or' -desired school experience.
Questions 21 and 25

a~e

related t.o the respondents view of educa

tion in the past and to educational opportunity in the present.
Question 22 is related to the respondents attitudes toward the
inclusion of curriculum on Indian History and Culture in all
schools.
Questions 18 and 23 deal with the school situation in regard
to general discrimination and possible difficulties (due to pre
judice) of an Indian child's adaptation to schools in Portland or
Phoenix.

On both questions the population means and all group

means fall within the range of indifference or neutrality.
The literature seems to disagree with this position.
Although other stUdies have elicted similar responses, responpes
were received that verbally
ination did exist.

denie~

discrimination where discrim

A study done" by the North"lrest Regional

Laboratory on the post high school education of Indian students
asked if they had experienced' prejudice in the course of their

education.

Only a small numher ~f these high school graduates

adlrnow:"edged that they had ev'er been victims of prejudice.

rezearchers felt that it was
to school where

In~i~n6

p~s~ible

that the students who went

were a majority (as is often the case on

tribal lands) were not exposed to 'discrimination.
otb~r possibilitie~

study:

The

They raised

however, which may be pertinent to the present

54
Equally possible is that some students would not admit
experiencing prejudice. They may have felt such an ~dmission
would support the unfounded premises that they as Indians, w~re
inferior to other people. Havi~g heard repeatedly the stero
typed prejudices which are mouthed about Indians, some actually
appear to believe these canards, if not about themselves,
about their fellow Indians •.
Still others, perhaps, were reluctant to admit experiencing
prejudice because it might be contrived as seeking tO,excuse
what could be regarded as failure in their lives. Almost all
the young people who denied experiencing prejudice readily
volunteered accounts of prejudice experienced by their Indian
friends and even members of their families.59

f:

Burnette states that Indian students in urban schools face
a "double racial barrier."

He feels that white students group

the Indian students with blacks 'and the blacks group them with
whites.

The end result is that the Indian student becomes a

pivotal point for racial conflict.

60

Simi~arly,

one of us had

had personal contact with an elementary school student who felt he

7

was placed in this position

~n

the Portland Public Schools., The

child requested and was granted a transfer to another school with
a very small number of black "students \+lhere he no longer might be
the racial scapegoat for whites and blacks.
Discrimination in the publi·c. schools is more complex than
just coY.:nti,ng over behaviors' 'of white students t

administrators against Indian. stud'ents.

?'

teachers and

The curriculum used and

the controlling systems of the school must

~lso

be examined.

The curriculum used by public school systems either ignores
-0

Hi~h

p.

.

~~hlohonse D. Selinger, The American Indian Graduate: After
School What? (Portland: Northwest Regional Laboratory, 1968),

73-74

60Bebert Burnette and John Koster, The Road to Wounded Knee,
(New York; Bantam Books, 1974) p. 64.
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the contributions of the American Indian in history or sterotypes
A study done by the. University of Idaho found Indians

Indians.

"continually depicted (in textbooks) as inarticulate, backward,

unable to adjust to modern Euro-American culture, sly, vicious,
barbaric, superstitious and

disti~~d

to extinctione,,61

In reference to history and social studies classes, the
president of the American Indian Historical Society testified to

s

the Subcommittee on Indian Education that:

There is not one Indian child who has not come home in shame
and tears after one of those sessions in which he is taught
that his people' were dirty, animal-like, something less than
a hUtlall being. 62
The curriculum and textbooks of the public schools are in
the realm of school administrators and school boards in each
district.

The school boards, as representatives of the cOlnmunity,

have the final approval of curriculum and textbook adoption.

1969 Report

o~

The

Indian Education found that Indian members on

school boards which have jurisdiction in districts containing
Indians is rare.

In Brockt·.:>n, Hontana, for example ~ in 19'"10, the

school board was compose: i, of two white men and one Indian; the
school pDpulatio~ was 98 perc~nt Indian~
rnajorit~r

of

stud~n':;s

In districts where the

,:tre white it is very rarely that the school

board has an Indian member.

Th~

report goes en to state that the

~'!lelfare,

61.Committee on Labor a.'lc Public

Indian Education:

A National T!,.E-~ - A National Challeng-e.
Com~ittee

on Labor and Public

Hade by the 8recial

riashington D. C.:
62 1 , . d

~.

~·/elfare

9

1969 Report of the
Uni.ted .:3tF.ltes Senate 1

'on Indian
the Committee, 1969.
3ub~ommitt.ee

Edut~at.ion.
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White power structure of the communities where Indians also re9ide,
f

thwarts Indian attempts to gain' representation on school boards.

63

The facts seem to indicate that there has been and continues

to be discrimination against In'dian students overtly in

curriculu~

and inherent in the structure of the public school districts.

It

is also true that Indians themselves have been the last to protest
institutionalized

racis~

of any kind.

The Indian response has been

to tolerate, to withdraw or •. as recently in the case of educat:i.on, .
to create alternative schools of their own.
Two of these alternative schools developed by Indians are the
Rough Rock Demonstration School at Chinle, Arizona. on the Navajo
Reservation and the Rocky Boy School on Rocky Boy· Reservation in
Montana.

The Navajo

trib~

organized a non-profit organization in

1968 to :receive f1;lnds from the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the
Office of Economic Opportunity for a school.

The corporation

then turned over the school to a board of education, consisting
of five Nava,jos (none of whom, by the way, had a high school

education.)

The school has been bommitted to developing a

bicultural, bilingual program; for 250 students from Head start

-.

.' "

through grade ten and has been successful.

64

The Rocky Boy School was formallY attached to another public
i.

63 Co a.\'Cittee on Labor an'd Pub).ic \velfare. Indian Education:
A National Trag:edy - A National Challenge. 1969 Report of £'ii"'e
Committee on Labor and Public ~velfare, United States Senate, Made
by the Special Subccrr~ittee on Ihdian Education. Washington,
D. C.: the Subcommittee, 1969."
64Estelle Fuchs and Robert J. Havighurst, To Live on This
E!rth: A~~rican Indian Education, (New York~ Anchor Press, 1973)
p. 252.

57
school diGtrict thirty miles away.

r

Several years of' tribal effort

resulted in the formation of an independent public school district
in the late sixties which could obtain separate funding.

t

~he Rocky Boy Reservation ,then became an independent public
school district with separate funding, and controlled by a'
five-member, all-Indian Board of Education. This board'
hired an Indian from ~he reservation as superintendent.65

The school district is developing

pro~rams

in bicultural education

and there is a bilingual program for 5 years elds.
The Rough Rock School and the Rocky Boy School have the
advantage of being able to influence the education of Indian
c,hil;dren because of the absenqe of white' families in these areas.

In areas with mixed white and Indian populations the alternative
scheol is not always feasible.

However, in school 'districts where

the schools receive federal funding because of the presence of
sizeable numbers of Indian students, the schools are required to
form and utilize advisory committees of Indian people.

These

advisory committies, or boards, ideally should have authority over
the expediture of Johnson O'Malley funds which ,are specifically
designated for Indian studen'ts.
Johnson O'Malley funds have

Indian Adivsory groups and

~ometimes

given Indian people in mixed

communities more influence in': the school' 5 decisions about
curriculum and programs.
To question 19, IIlvlost Indians can learn more and be more

comfo!·table when they attend, ochool vlith other Indian students, 11

,the to'\;..il population, except for the IRS group, indicates
65Estelle Fuchs and Robert J. Havighurst, To Live on This
Earth: American Indian Education, (New York: Anchor Press, 1973)
p. ~~5?o.
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.

n~utrality

or indifference •

t

The feeling that Indian people are equal in ability and can
compete favorably with non-Indian children in schools could have
influenced the responses.

The r'espondents. may have felt that by

1'"

agreeing they would be implying that Indian people need special
education. because of intellectual or social inferiority.

Addi

tionlly, since many of the respondents in the UIP, BlA, and NCORI
f

groups are residents of urban areas where non-Indians are a
majority, they may have never felt uncomfortable with non-Indians
or they may have forgotten any uncomfortable feelings they may
have had in the past.
The IHS group's agreement with this statement, on the other
hand, supports the findings of the National study of American
Indian Education directed by Estelle Fuchs and Robert Havighurst.
In this instance, forty school districts and schools were surveyed.
The youth and parents in these districts evaluated the schools in
their area.

The schools abQut which the students and parents had

the most positive feelings were
were a majority.

~chools

where Indian

stud~nts

Fuchs and Hkvighurst felt that a possible reason

for this positive evaluation 'may have been the racial make-up of '
these schools:
Indian students, for the most part, prefer all-Indian
schools. In such schools Indian students may feel more
comfortable and less anxious about discrimination, being
accepted by peers, bein:" as well dressed as other students,
etc. Moreover, the outstanding students and athletes have
to be Indian in an all Indian school.66
66Estelle Fuchs and Robert \J. Havighurst, To Live on This
Earth: American Indian j~Jucation, (New York: Anchor Press, 1973)

P.

158.
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Although the population mean

,It

question 20, nAl'! Indian children
a public integrated school. n
means.

i~dicates

.s~ould

agreement with

have the chance to attend

The ,small groups are divided in their

The BIA and IRS strongly agree with this

st~temellt.

This is especially interesting in view of the fact that on the
preceeo.ing question, the IHS .gro.up

.i·n~ic.ated

agreement to the

statement "Most Indians can learn more and be more comfortable
when they attend school with other Indian students."
There is a possibility that these groups believe public
integrated schools are superior to BIA schools and mission schools
which are

~rmally

the Indian alternative to public schools.

may not be an unrealistic belief.

This

:Hany authors have made state

ments about the inferiority of Indian education in BIA boarding
schools.

The assumption that the problems of Indian students 

high dropout rates;

absenteeism; averageness; and underachieve

ment - relate to negative school environments
have been made by the respondents.

in

BIA schools may

The public ,school may thus

'seem a more desirable alternative.
Much has been written critisizing Indian education in the
past.

In 1926, the Brookings Institute investigated Indian affairs

for the federal government and in 1928 published the Meriam Report.
The educational section of this revolutionary report recommended
many changes in Bureau of Indian Affairs boarding schools.

The

most pervasive change argued for "individualistic, 'non-authori
tarian, decentralized education in which the focus would be on
the whole individual and his relationship to his family and

60
community. ,~67 Changes were insti~uted- soon after the publication
of the Meriam Report.

Some

board~ng

schools were converted to

day schools; improvements were made in the academic curriculum;
(-

the qualifications necessary for teaching were raised, and student
care "improved. 68

However, the progress made in the thirties and

forties" following the Meriam Report,: was hal ted by World \'[ar II,
nas a lack of funds joined with a congressional attitude of 'de

Indianizing the Indian., .. 69

Thus, the Special Subcommittee on

Indian Education, 41 years latel", found many of the same" problems

that were present in 1926.

In summary, t.his later report stated:

concluded that our national policies for educating
American Indians are a failure of major proportions. They
have not offered Indian children" - either in years past or
today - an educational opportunity anywhere near equal to
that offered the great bulk of "American children. 70

\ve have

The respondents, therefore, are viewing real:i.ty objectivaly when
they ag'I'ee with the statement, "Indians in the past received a
"second rate ll education."

(Question 21.)

Concerning the opportunities for education today, the study
population indicated indifference to the statement, "Today's
Indian has

~he

same educational opportunities as a non-Indian. lf

The OIle exception was the BIA. gr,?up which agrees t..ri th the state
67Estelle Fuchs and Robert J. Havighurst., To Live on l l his

Earth:'

itmerican Indian Educatiol!, (New 1ork:

68 Ibid .,

Anchor

Press,

1973)

p. 227.

69Co~nittee on Labor a~d Public Welfare, Indian Education:
A ~ational Tra~edy - A National Chal1en~e. 1969 Report of the
Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, United States Senate, Made
by the Special Subcommittee on Indian Education. Washington,
D. C.:' the Subcommittee, 1969.
,?°Ib'd
__J._., p.

.
Xl..

........
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Possibly the BIA group views educational opportunities more
positively because of their personal

success~s

and their knowledge

of the assistance available from the BIA. 'This, .of course, 'assumes
that BIA: employees are more aware of BIA programs than individua.ls

not directly associated with the BIA.

The BIA group was the only
!

group in which all members had graduated from high school.

aow

ever, NCORI t with·· the most members possessing higher educatipn
I

experience t had the lowest mean,";on this question.

The NCORI mem

bers may feel that it was difficult for them as Indians to obtain
their education and that this is still true.
The general inferiority of education of Indian~childreni seems

!
to be an accepted fact.

Yet, the population of this study does

not plaoe the responsibility for the high dropout rate on' either
the school situation or on the lack of ability of the Iridian stu
dent.

The population mean was neutral when they responded to the

statement, "The high Indian dropout rate is cause.d by the school
situation rather than the lack of ability on the part of the
Indian student .. "

Two groups, however, UIP and NCORI, agree that

the schoel situation is the cause of the high dropout rate.
Brewton Berry in his survey of the literature on education
of

Am~rican

Indians discusses the problem of low achievement and

overageness which seem to contribute to the high dropout rate of
Indian students.

His data shows there is a general low achieve

ment rate in Indian students after the primary grades.
ach~.everoent

Low

is defined as receiving scores below state and national

62
~

,

averages on achievement tests.

The Indian student also tends to

4

be overage for his grade level.

71

Various reasons for the decline of academic performance as
Indian students move through school (the "cress-over" phenomenon)
have been postulated::

1.

The cross-over phenomenon is characteristic of
adolescents and is peculiar to Indians.

2~

It is a result of the acculturation pro~ess. The
younger children l~arn the obvious elements of the
culture (white culture) quickly. The br·cad cul
tural experiences \-lhich are available to: the general
population are not available to the older Indian
students.72

3.

Alienation is the central concept for explaining the
problem. The conflict between white and Indian cul
tures comes to a focus at adolescence and causes
severe personality disturbances which block achieve
ment. 73

I'

If one agrees with thi8 explanation, by the time the Indian student
reaches high school he is apt to be older than his classroom peers
and has a lower level of achievement.

This state, whatever the

reasons, is obviously conducive to dropping out.
who is responsible for this phenomenon:

The question of

the situation, or the

student is complex.
71Brewton Berry t The Educa.tion of American India.ns: A.
Survey of the Literature~:-s. Department. of-Health, Education

and Welfare,

1968),

p. 30.

?2Herbert D. Peters, "Performance of Hopa. Children on }f....our
Intell.igence Tests", Journal of American. Indian Education, II;
2:: p. 27-31.
--..
.....
.

73John Bryde, "The Sioux Indian Student: A study of
Scholastic Failure and Personality Conflict.H Ph. D. University of
Denver, 1965. (As ~ited in: Brewton Berry, --r:
The Education of•
American Indians~ A.Survey of the Literature ~U.S. Denartment of
Health, Education -;rur-~iel~e, 1968)" p. 32. ".
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Wi11ard Bass
Indian students

l~

state~

that the causes of the poor education of

are:~

••• irrelevant curricula, inappropriate learning 'materials,
inadequate teachers, poor. home environment, poverty, iso
lation,- 1ack of student mo'tivation, language handicaps,
cultural conflicts, and an absense of Indian involvement
'and control. 74
.
.
These causes are a combination of s.chool-related and family-

I'

related problems.

Improvements in the education of Indian child

ren will only be possible when the total situation is

imp~Dved.

Looking specifically at the school situation, Bass recom
(

mends these remedies for some of the educational problems of
Indian students; "bicultural education; special training for
teachers; more

Indi~n

teachersf development and use of Indian

cultural learning materials and more involvement and control by
Indians. u ?5
Hopefully, schools like the'Rough Rock Demonstration School and the
Rocky Boy School are beginning ,a trend which will provide some of
these elements to Indian education.

The federal funds available

to public schools for the education of Indian students should
even facilitate the incorporation of

~hese

solutions by public

schools.

The

res~ondents

indicated agreement with question 22, indi

eating, perhaps, that Indians can learn to be proud of their Indian
ness if the curriculum teaches them to understand and respect their
74Willard Bass, Research and Develonment: Needs and' Prior
ities for the Education of American Indians. li'inal Report.
(Albuquerque:: U.S. Depart.ment of Health, Education a.nd \velfare t
1971), p. 7.
?C"

•

. "~., p.

9.
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pa~t.

f

The reassessment of history

fr~m

an Indian.point of view

has been manifest in recent years by a surge of movies and books
which address the questions of Indian-ness' from the Indian point

r

of view.

Just a few which have had great impact

ar~

Dee Brown's,

Bury 'M:! Heart at \vounded Knee; Vine Deloria, Jr.' s, Custer Died
for Your Sins;" ULittle Big Hanft and "A ..1.fan Called Horse. tt

r

The

awareness that Indians have a culture and place in American
history, other than as an obstacle to the

coloni~ation-of

the

United States by the white European, is a relatively new concept

for the majority of us all.

The view point of, today's Indians on

the Indian's role in history is a fascinating choice for further
study.

Since it appears very likely that many Indians have

accepted the negative stereotypes of themselves which have to date
been perpetuated by the media and by the schools, the inclusion of
Indian history and culture in the curriculum will, ideally, give
both Indian and non-Indian a realistic view of the Indian's role
in and contribution to the hist'ory cf mankind.

~

~
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QUESTIOmrA:lRE
F

r

F

Male____ .

Female

S"ex:

Age:;
Marital status:

S~ngle

____

Married
f

If married, number in family

r

Other

Number of children in school

--

What is your tribe?
t

Are you enrolled on the tribal

census~

state is your tribal land located

~ihat

Ter~inated

Yes

No

---

in~

or not ?

Do you have contact with friends or relatives, who are also from
from the same tribe or area, as yourself?
Yea

No

Rave you ever lived on a reservation?
If so how many years?

No

Yes

1-5 years

20-25 years

5-15 years

25+ years

15-20.years
Do you speak your tr.ibal' language, more than just a few basic words?

No._

YP,&

Did you receive HOST of your education (elementary/secondarY) at:
a B. I •. A•. or government school?
or a Public school?
Was this school on tribal lands?
~fuat

Yes

was the highest grade completed?

Tec~~ical

or business college

No

1#1::

Junior or Co~~unity College
Four year college or universitY-
Pos'l;

\

---

~raduate

r

,

Respond to the

rol1owing.~tatements.

Check the box that best

represents your feelings about each stat9ment. Checkin6 the first
box is to agree, and 'the last to disagree with the statement. By
chicking the middle box, you neither agree or. disagree.

:

I

t

Agree

. ',Disa:gree

To be an Indian is to be able to speak
his tri.bal language and "Engli.sh."

L

To be an Indian is to know his native
customs and traditions.

[=

I _ I

An Indian is an individual with an
unique cul'tural background.

I

]

To be an Indian is having parents and
relatives, who live on a reservation.

[

To be an Indian is to know one's native
crafts, for example, beading and
weaving.

C

I----~

To be an Ir.dian is to support the
American Indian Novernent (AIM) and
its leaders.

.: [~~ ~ --=r
C-:J
!
--~

,."-"

Most Indians like to participate in
rodeos.
TO be an Indian is to participate in
Pow-wows held in the city.

:=-J

J

I --~"". --:-1:'"
-1

30me

Indians try to force others {both
Indians·and non-Indians} to see their
point of view.

[

Most Indians do not have a £ollege
education or a college degree.

r~ ~ w~.

Most Indians feel there should be more
Indians working in government (BIA/IRS)
supervisory and/or administrative
positions, than in clerical positions.

[

Host In~i~ns . like to be ~~th p:ople who
share the1r 1deaa an~ beL~efe 1n group
discussions and meetings.

["

~J

n

.: .:

I

_~.~J

~

I~
[

:I
:

I:

_~

~J

f

:

I

=] ::~ ~ ~ ~J

:

=1i

Most Indians have a lot of white
friends and associates.
~.

As.ree

c

Disa~ree

[

\

To be an Indian is to become a
professional (Social Worker, Admini
strator, etc.) yet keep all his
P-Indian-ness. n

f

1"

[

To be an Indian is to return to your
tri~al lands. to help your own people,
for e.xample ,1 a la\v student.

.J
1

i

Mos k Indians learn the way of thetwhite
man in a government boardi!lg school.

I~

I

To b.e an Indian is not ttselling out*'
to the white man!s world, and becoming
an "Apple Indian ll •
;-

To be an Indian is to suffer discrimin-.
ation in the public schools.

1
~--------~------~------~

Most Indians can learn more and be
more comfortable when they attend
school with other Indians.
t

. I:· : i_-1

All Indian children should have the
chance to attend a public, integrated
school •.

-1

In the :past Indians received a "second
rate" education.

[l

t

=:I .

All students, Indian and non-Indian
should be requirad to take classes in
In~ian history and culture.

It is difficult for Indian children to
adapt to schools in Portland/Phoenix.
The high Indian dropout rate is 0aused
by the school situation rather than the

~l_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_ _ _ _ _ _~._ _ _ _ _ __

lack of ability on the yart of the

Indian student.
Today's ~n~ian has the sam~ educationalr=
as a non-Ind1an.

opportun~t~es

•

I

I

~

.""';~

g XIaWddV

J

,
"

.)
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•
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DEMOGRAPHIC DATA

;

-

.Sex
c

Female

Male

55

21

Age

t

Average
35.57 years
16 to 65 years
Range
;-

Under 35 years
Over 35

33

43

Harital Status
Single

22

Married

44

Other

Tribes Represented
t

<.

I

Alseacheto
Apache
Assiniboine
Chippewa
Colville
Creek
Eyadmoiel
Flathead
Gras Ventre
Havasupai
Kiowa Creed
Lower Umpque
Modoc

Navajo
Nez Perce
Paiute
Quinalt .
Shawnee
Shoshone Bannock
Sioux
Te'Yla Hopi
Tillamook
Tlingit
Umatilla
Yakipta

states Represented
Alaska
Arizona
California
Idaho
Ninnesota
Montana
Contact With Friends or
Yes

72

North Dakota
Oklahoma
Oregon
South DakC?ta
Washingtollt
Wisconsin
Relativ~

No

4

10

Lived on
I~

{-

1

r

I~

,:

Reservatio~

42

Yes

Years

o

24

1-5

9
8

5-15
15-20

16

20-"25
25+

13

24

No

47

6

"Speaks Tribal
Yes

No

Langua~e

29 :.-:

Education
Received Education At:
Bureau' of Indian Affairs School
Public School
No Answer

r

19
56
1

Location of School:
Tribal Lands
Tribal Lands
No Answer
6n"

orr

45

16

15

Highest Grade Completed:
Below 11th Grade
Completed 12th @rade
Technical of Business College
Junior College
Four year College or University
Post Graduate

~,

25

13
15
a.'
10

'+

